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Aufgabe 1

Gegeben folgende informele Spezi�kation eines Doppelrehnersystems, geben Sie die State-

hart und Ativityhart f

�

ur diese Spezi�kation an.

The objetive is to speify a fault-tolerant solution for a omputation servie P that an

be haraterized as follows:

� P inputs data provided by a produer on hannel A.

� For eah input x on A, a omputation y = f(x) is performed by P and delivered via

hannel B to a onsumer.

� We assume a synhronous ommuniation between server and environment: The

produer will only send a new job after having reeived a NEXT-message from the

server omputer indiating that P has �nished the previous omputation.

Next, we desribe the boundary onditions for the desired type of a fault-tolerant server

platform: The fault-tolerant system shall be designed as a dual omputer system DCP

aording to the master-slave priniple: DCP onsists of two omputers CP1 and CP2. Eah

of these omponents may fail independently. As a fault hypothesis, we may assume that

eah omputer ats as a fail-stop omponent, i.e., the failure events leads to the omputer's

total deativation without any remaining sub-ativities. In normal operation (when both

omponents are available), CP1 ats as the master: a opy P1 of P runs on CP1, produing

omputations after whih a protool handler of CP1 requests a new job by sending a

message NEXT1. CP2 operates in standby mode by only storing jobs in its loal memory

without ativation of a P -opy. Eah job is kept by CP2 at least until the NEXT1-message

indiates that it has been suessfully delivered to the onsumer.

If CP1 fails, this will also be deteted by CP2 whih then ontinues as the master omponent

by ativating a opy P2 of P and produing messages NEXT2 to request new jobs. Though

CP1's failure may our while a job is still being proessed, it is required that this job

should not be lost: CP2 shall use its (still available) opy of the input and alulate the

orresponding result. It must be taken into aount, that CP1's failure an our after

having delivered a result on hannel B and before having produed the NEXT1-message. In

suh a ase it annot be avoided that CP2 also proesses this job, and the result is sent

to the onsumer for a seond time. To this end, eah input is equipped by the produer

with an alternating bit, that is also attahed to the result transferred to the onsumer. We

assume that the onsumer has implemented an alternating-bit protool to detet dupliated

bits and disard the orresponding results.


